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Immigrants: Where are They Living Now?

FACTSHEET

By Ray D. Bollman (RayD.Bollman@sasktel.net)

Highlights
 In 2011, the vast majority (91%) of immigrants residing in Canada were living in a metro
area.
 The share of the metro population made up by immigrants was 27%, compared to 6% for
non-metro areas.
 The number of immigrants who listed 2001 to 2011 as their arrival period was 40% higher
than those listing the previous decade (1991 to 2000).
 The increase in non-metro areas was 97% while the increase in metro areas was only 37%.
 In the non-metro areas of each province, other than Ontario and British Columbia, 2001 to
2011 arrivals were double the number of 1991 to 2000 arrivals.
 While big places continue to attract large absolute numbers of immigrants, they are being
outperformed on a per capita basis by many smaller places that have been attracting
relatively higher numbers of immigrants.

Where do immigrants live?
The answer depends on when they came to
Canada. In 2011, 91% of all immigrants
were living in metro (CMA)1 areas. For
immigrants who arrived before 1971,
however, that percentage stood at 82%,
reflecting both their initial destination and
their subsequent moves into and out of
metro regions. In contrast, immigrants who
arrived between 1991 and 2000 exhibited a
far greater tendency to live in metro areas
(95%), while the most recent arrivals – from
the 2006 and 2011 period – exhibited a
marginally lower tendency (92%) to live in
metro areas.
Given the number of immigrants residing in metro areas, it is not surprising to see that 27% of
all metro residents were immigrants in 2011 (Figure 1). Within smaller cities, the share drops to
7% or 8% on average and in rural and small town areas it drops even further to 5%. Even with
the dramatic growth reported below, these shares have not changed much over time 2.
The number of immigrants who arrived in the most recent inter-censal decade (2001 to 2011)
and were still residing in Canada in 2011 numbered 2.2 million (Appendix Table 1). This figure is
40% larger than 1.5 million immigrants who arrived in the previous decade (1991 to 2000) and
are still residing in Canada.

1. A CMA (Census Metropolitan Area) has a population of 100,000 or more and includes the population of all neighbouring towns
and municipalities where 50% or more of the resident employed workforce commutes to the CMA.
2. For a review of earlier census data, see Beshiri et al. (2002), Beshiri (2004), Bernard (2008) and Beshiri et al (2009).
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Overall, the vast majority of recent
immigrants (2.0 million of the 2.2
million) currently reside in a metro
area. However, the growth in
immigrant arrivals in metro areas
(37%) has not matched the overall
growth of immigrant arrivals
(40%).
Outside Ontario and British
Columbia, the growth in immigrants
in both metro and non-metro areas
was up by 100% or more. The
non-metro changes have been
especially dramatic, though the
absolute numbers are quite small.
For non-metro areas at the Canada
level, the number of immigrants
who arrived in the 2001 to 2011
decade was 146 thousand, up 72
thousand from the 74 thousand
immigrants who reported arriving in
the 1991 to 2000 period.
As noted in Figure 1, 27% of metro
residents are immigrants. There are
only two CMAs with a share greater
than 27%: Toronto at 46% and
Vancouver at 40% (Table 1). The
third ranking CMA is Calgary with
26% of residents being immigrants.
In Canada as a whole, there are
only 20 CMAs and CAs with 17% or
more of their population being
immigrants. Some are relatively
small3: Canmore with a 2011 population of 12 thousand; Steinbach
with a population of 13 thousand;
and Squamish with a population of
17 thousand.
Obviously, the bigger places have
the largest number of immigrants.

3. To be included in this list, a “place” had to be a CMA or CA (i.e. with a population of 10,000 or more). Thus, places like
Winkler, Manitoba are not included in this ranking. In 2011, the population of the Town of Winkler was 10,490 and 2,600 were immigrants
(25%) which would rank #4 in Table 1. The point is that not only big places are able to attract a high(er) share of immigrants.
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In 2011, the Toronto CMA had
2.5 million immigrants, a
figure that is larger than the
population of six of the
Canadian provinces (Table 2).
Vancouver and Montreal each
have
about
0.9
million
immigrants.
Another 6 CMAs have 0.1 to
0.3 million immigrants. The
London CMA makes it into the
top 10 list with 87 thousand
immigrants. The top 10 CMAs,
between them, have 5.6
million immigrants, 82% of all
the immigrants in Canada.
The most recent
immigrants
If we look at the current
residence of the most recent
immigrants for whom data is
available, those who arrived
from 2006 to 2011, the
largest numbers reside in the
largest metropolitan areas.
In Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver, there are 0.7 million immigrants who arrived from 2006 to
2011 (Table 2). This is 62% of the 1.2 million individuals who arrived in this period.
Looked at in terms of the number of recent immigrants per capita – a measure of the ability to
attract immigrants – the top CMA or CA in Canada is Steinbach, Manitoba with 8% of its
population in 2011 being immigrants who arrived in the 2006 to 2011 period (Table 3). Among
the top 20 CMAs or CAs, only three are from Ontario or further east. Fully 17 of the top 20
CMAs or CAs, when ranked in terms of their number of recent immigrants per capita, are
located in Western Canada or the Northwest Territories.
Summary
The key points are:
 Big places continue to attract big numbers of immigrants; but
 Many smaller places have been attracting relatively higher per capita numbers of
immigrants, compared to the bigger places.
 Nearly all the places that attract the highest number of immigrants, on a per capita basis,
are located west and north of Ontario.
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